
Negotiating for Success

My preference is for the second method because it gives a
better brick like or layered appearance than the first. After a
period of time, the grass interfaces of the sod wall will grow
out and provide a beautiful grass faced bunker. The grass can
be trimmed if the layered appearance is preferred. Also, the
life of the bunker face will probably be increased if it isn't ex-
posed toward the southern horizon and the hot summer sun.

Credit: Ron Crowly, Golf Magazine

by John Turner

Negotiations are an important part of our everyday lives. Vir-
tually all interactions we have with others include possibilities
for negotiations. The value in successful negotiations comes
from the philosophy to create a "win-win" situation. That is
both parties perceive they have hammered out an agreement that
fulfills their concerns and real needs. Each emerges feeling like
a winner!

Can you think of a recent situation that you have negotiated
a deal and won or lost? Winning or losing an agreement is deter-
mined by the amount of planning necessary for discussing any
proposal. Negotiating on several key issues about a subject will
result in more favorable responses than focusing on only one
key point. Therefore, in any negotiation ... never, never
negotiate on only one issue!

When establishing a good negotiating proposal, one requires
a firm action plan. A series of steps can be useful for organiz-
ing your thoughts on developing a persuasive argument. They
are:

1. Develop a case 3. Provide the facts
2. Justify the need 4. Offer a resolution.
Should the process breakdown or fail, then one needs to ob-

tain more information concerning the subject. It is estimated
that planning may represent approximately 90 % of the entire
negotiation process. So it is vital to consider in detail strategies
and a clear_concise plan for presenting your ideas.

So the next time you begin to negotiate an idea, implement
an action plan that illustrates several issues on "what's in it for
me" and "what's in it for them". The end result: a successful
win-win event that provides satisfaction to both parties.
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STEP 2 - Preparation of the Project Area.

Prepare the bunker to be renovated by first removing the sand
from the face and base of the bunker slope, so as not to con-
taminate the sand with soil. Then, cut the desired angle into
the slope of the soil base.
The desired angle is the backbone against which the sod strips
will be butted.

STEP 3 - Construction of the Sod Wall.

Before building the sod wall, in addition to the sod, a supply
of sand or soil will be needed as filler between each layer of
sod, similar to the mortar between bricks in a brick wall. The
soil/sand is used for the following reasons:

1) The sand/soil helps solidify and stabilize the sod in the
sod wall.

2) It is used to fill in cracks and low spots in the sod wall.
3) The amount of sand/soil needed will also depend on how

thick the sod is cut. The greater the amount soil cut with the
sod relates to less sand/soil needed.

There are two methods to stacking the sod for the wall. The
first method is to place each piece of sod soil surface down and
filling the sand/soil between each layer. This type of stacking
will show less of a layering pattern than the second method.

The second method is to place the first layer soil surface down,
then add the soil/sand to cover the grass side for a level surface
and place the second strips of sod grass side down. Therefore,
the wall will have interfaces of soil-soil and grass-grass. The
sand/soil will be used only between the grass-grass interface,
or every other layer. Continue stacking and butting the sod un-
til the desired height is reached. An additional layer or more
of sod can be added to compensate for any compaction or settl-
ing that may occur.
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